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A Website & Mobile Application
development and  Digital Marketing
Company committed to creative excellence. 
We have been rendering exquisite services
to help businesses grow both locally &
Internationally.
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7+
YEARS EXPERIENCE

SILICONPLEX is a Mobile App and Web development 
company committed to creative excellence. We can 
help provide you with the right solution at the right
time and within your budget. Years of experience
has enabled the company's creative team to excel 
in web design and development. Contact our friendly
staff who will not only understand your problem but
will also give the best possible solution available
within your budget.
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We have been giving the greatest software solutions
in the IT market for over ten years. We have mobile
and web development expertise in our staff. Our team
consists of highly qualified workers who can support
and guide you in the best possible way for your
projects while staying within your budget.

WHO WE ARE
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Web Design And Development

Mobile Application Development

Managed IT Service 100%

100%

100%

Product Consultancy 100%

BlockChain Development 100%
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We foster a culture of innovation continuously
exploring emerging technologies and pushing
boundaries to deliver pioneering solutions. We
embrace creativity and encourage our team to
think outside the box, driving the development
of groundbreaking software products and services.

1. Innovation: 2. Client-centric approach

Our clients are at the heart of everything
we do. We are dedicated to understanding
their unique needs, challenges, and objectives
ensuring that our solutions are tailored to
their specific requirements. We strive to 
build long-term partnerships based on
trust, transparency, and exceptional service.

We believe in the power of collaboration
both internally within our team and
externally with our clients. We foster a 
collaborative environment that encourages
open communication, knowledge sharing
and teamwork. By working together, we
Leverage diverse perspectives and expertise
to deliver comprehensive, integrated
solutions.

4. Collaboration:3. Expertise and excellence

We are committed to maintaining the highest
standards of expertise and excellence in our
work. Our team comprises skilled professionals
with extensive industry experience, continuously
honing their skills and staying up to date with the
latest technological advancements. We take pride
in delivering solutions that meet and exceed our
clients' expectations.

Join us on our mission to transform businesses through innovative software solutions
strategic consultancy, and cutting-edge technologies. Together, we can drive success
and shape the future of technology.
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Our Mobile App Development team adds utility
fun, and interactivity to each client project to 
provide a compelling user experience that leverages
your assets in a compelling manner.
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We develop a fully customizable design which
is totally all popular web browsers compatible
The solution have a built in Search Engine with
Temporary / Session / Permanent Shopping Cart 
a Quick Checkout . Along with that we provide a 
Customer Sign-in , Automated Lost Password recovery.
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Our specialty is in custom built websites. 
While we have experience with various CMS and
shopping cart solutions, we believe that to ensure 
perfect marketing for your website, a custom built
solution is most robust and eventually scalable in 
NET technologies.
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With our stunning illustrations, we will make a 
difference that will fulfill your web design
multimedia solutions and graphic needs. Website 
design is a very prevailing marketing instrument
for any business or organization. Our experienced
development team takes full care of your requirement
and code accordingly.
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Siliconplex is a premier blockchain development
company We're experts in developing custom
solutions for your needs and offer a variety of
blockchain solutions to help you grow your business.
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Increase the visibility of your websites or webpage 
in the results of search engine. Optimized the value 
of your site through SEO. Custom built solutions which
will unleash the full potential of your website.
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Speedy allows cloud based

 staff management on 
one easy to use portal,

 whether monitoring utilization
 within your organization 
or billability with clients 

Speedy has the timesheet 
solution for you.
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Born in social media 
11 years ago, we have 

strategically built ourselves
into the leading digital 

communications agency
in the region. As one of the
only digital teams to have a 

full-service production agency
in house, alongside our development 
team, we have grown quickly on the
back of the market’s need for high 
quality content, alongside smart,

targeted distribution.
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Envase is now more
than just the largest

drayage TMS provider 
in North America. we 

are the most innovative.
Customers of our portfolio
systems have a front row

seat as we build new solutions 
to revolutionize and digitize the

lifecycle of a container. 

Prosnet is a one stop
shop for all your business

IT needs. We excel in providing 
highly customized, efficient and

cost-saving business IT solutions.
We offer a large suite of business

services which are both professional
and affordable. Our friendly, qualified
 team has all the latest, cutting-edge 

solutions your business needs
 in order to thrive

We put the needs of our client’s first and
foremost. This dedication is visible not just in the 
solutions we develop for our client’s, but also in 
the fact that a major chunk of our business 
is through referrals and repeat business of 
current/past clients.
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Siliconplex’s commitment to quality, their unrelenting work ethic, and their
passion for delivering excellent results have been instrumental in getting our
app live. Today, we look back with absolute satisfaction at what we have 
achieved together, and we can say without any doubt that partnering with
Siliconplex was one of the best business decisions we've made.

- Richard (Director - Predictions League)

Siliconplex, did an amazing job. 
They were super communicative
and gave my project a lot of focus
and attention. The end result was 
EXACTLY what I was looking for
and he worked very fast. I would 
definitely hire Siliconplex team 
again to work on my website.
I highly recommend!"

It's really understood the needs and
exceeded expectations. This team 
communication was outstanding and
made sure I was happy with everything
at every stage. It's also very professional
and skilled. It would be delighted to work
with him again in the future" 

"Siliconplex was great
all throughout.

"It’s rare that you come across stand-out
talent like Siliconplex team. I had the pleasure
of working with Siliconplex in this project.

I was happy with everything at every stage.
It's also very professional and skilled. It 
would be delighted to work with him again 
in the future"

- High quality code with excellent testing skills
during development.
- Highly recommended."

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
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We organized an internship opportunity for multiple 
students and gave them a chance to learn, work,
and practice on real software development projects
which is so crucial. 
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In 2016, we took our software
development projects a step further
cooperating with new partners
entering new markets, and working
in new industries.
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Following the fast growth of our company. 
we expanded our core team, tech-stack and
hired more employees Before they started
working on our projects and communicated
directly with our clients.

Siliconplex has never given up on teaching 
and preparing new professionals. In the past
we did this by organizing offline courses, while 
in 2021, we also started our online learning strategy.
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Siliconplex motto is simple, “We desire, together 
we achieve ''. one of our core values has been to 
become one family and honestly, Our employees 
care for the success and reputation of the company, 
which is critical for high-quality software solutions 
and services.



Email Us :
info@siliconplex.com

Call Center
+92-21-34820199
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Suite#2 Usman Plaza, Gulshan-e-Iqbal

Block 13-B, Karachi, Pakistan.

Beyond Your Vision


